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“Everything is changing, matter eternally
concreting and disintegrating..”
				
-Swami Vivekananda

Indian Hindu monk
7

Thesis Statement
In his dissertation, “The Formal
Basis of Architecture,” Peter Eisenman
asserts that “the essence of any
creative act is the communication
of an original idea from its author,
through a means of expression, to a
receiver.” As a creative expression,
architecture is a vehicle to express
an idea, an aesthetic, or a way of
thinking. The juxtaposition of form
and function has existed throughout
the lifespan of architecture. It is an
issue that has infiltrated every period
or style of architectural development.
Architects like Louis Sullivan have
insisted that “Form follows Function,”
yet the inclination that either form
or function is universally prioritized is
misguided. Even personal inclinations
to favor form or function across a body
of work may result in an incomplete
architecture. Too often, architecture
falls on one extreme of the spectrum
of egotistical to utilitarian.
Architecture
is
inherently
an
amalgamation
of
formal
representations
and
functional
intentions.
Architects
must
be
constantly
multitasking
when
designing, considering the formal and
functional implications of anything
they create. Building form most often
8

Form

- aesthetics
- symbolic meaning
- subjective
- materiality
- allegorical

- spatial
organization
- contextual
factors
- historical and
cultural factors

Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917

Function

- ergonomics
- efficiency
- logical
- performance based
- objective

Umberto Boccioni, Unique Forms of
Continuity in Space, 1913

Peter Eisenman, Church of the
Year 2000, Rome, Italy, 1996
Luis Barragan, Functionalist buildings,
Mexico City, Mexico

Rafael Moneo, National Museum of
Roman Art, Merida, Spain, 1986

deals with a meaning or a message
being conveyed, where as function is
a matter of efficiency.
It seems that perfect balance
of the two concepts breeds a
product that is often vitiated in
substance.
Hierarchy
must
be
established, but prioritization of form
over function, or vice versa ought to
stem from an appropriate response
to the architectural question posed.
Factors like ego and circumstantial
conditions will always influence the
architect’s ability to design a solution
that appropriately manipulates form
and function.
As a student of architecture,
I have focused my design efforts
on architecture that represents a
conceptual duality between form
and function. I believe that a concept
must answer a question of function in
relation to context and a question
of form in relation to symbolism or
allegory.
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Thesis Statement
In a world where technology
and socioeconomic trends are
evolving at a drastically increasing
rate, it is unacceptable for anything
to remain stagnant. The products
and devices that people use are
constantly evolving and being
upgraded. In the grand scheme of
time and space, human civilization as
a whole is a mere snap of the fingers.
Considering
the
rapidly
changing
environmental
and
social
atmosphere,
architecture
cannot keep up with changes
in
technological,
social,
and
environmental needs. Buildings can
be designed to last 50, 100, 200
years, yet everything has a shelf life.
A temporary architecture could solve
the problem by planning for cycles
of construction and deconstruction.
In this system, buildings could be
assembled and disassembled after
short periods of time, to fully adapt
to the present context. Ephemeral
architecture
presents
unique
challenges and opportunities in
regards to site and context.

10

Temporary architecture as a
typology is a concept that must be
used for specific purposes and for a
particular type of program. Projects
that successfully function as temporary
structures must be easily constructed
and deconstructed in order to make
the argument for an impermanent
intervention on the site. The idea of
temporary architecture has been in
practice since the beginning of man’s
most basic dwelling. It can be used
to accommodate an alternative
lifestyle, free from the restriction of
remaining on a single site for a long
period of time.
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Thesis Statement
The practical applications of
a temporary architecture include
programs that go through cyclical
uses or require the implementation
of activity in multiple locations.
Contemporary
applications
of
programs like this are becoming
more and more common in urban
settings. The impermanence of
structure, material, and program
allows proprietors to easily begin
using a space with a very low initial
capital. Pop-up shops, street markets,
and food trucks effectively put to use
concept of temporary architecture
and space.
Temporary
architecture
is
implemented on large scales at
reoccurring gatherings of people.
Mass congregations at World’s
Expositions, Olympic villages, music
festivals, and religious festivals require
architecture and spatial planning.
Events that occur upon the same sites
offer the possibility of a site having
multiple uses throughout the year.
There are notable questions raised
by the possibility of architecture that
occupies the same site for set periods
of time.
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Temporary Retail

Mass Gatherings

Berwick St, London

Burning Man, Nevada

Puma Modular Retail

Hajj Pilgrimage, Mecca

Granary Row, Salt Lake City

Oktoberfest, Munich

This thesis project will explore
and implement a system of structure
and construction that can be
assembled
and
disassembled
with extremely efficient labor and
production of materials. The design
and specifications will engage
lightweight, sustainable materials,
a system of spaces or buildings can
be erected, deconstructed, and
transported efficiently.
Locally
sourced
materials
contribute to both the constructibility
and authenticity of the architecture.
Especially in projects that can be
applied to multiple sites, it is imperative
that the context and vernacular are
considered and respected.
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“Everything is changing, matter eternally
concreting and disintegrating..”
				
-Swami Vivekananda

Indian Hindu monk
15

Precedent Studies
Hannover, Germany
Expo 2000

16

Beijing, China
Olympics 2008

Vancouver, Canada
Expo 1986

Milan, Italy
Expo 2015

Examples of temporary urban
environments are seen all over
the world, in a range of contexts.
The successes and shortcomings
of these designs are based on
functionality during an event and
after the gathering has concluded.
Organizational tactics like axis and
alignment are enforced in these
projects to create sequences of
architectural spaces. Depending
on the purpose and program of the
schemes, the integration of natural
elements like water and vegetation
can have profound effects on the
overall feeling of the design.
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Precedent Studies
German Pavilion
Architects: Frei Otto and Rolf
Location: Montreal, Canada
Date: 1967
Lifespan: 1-2 years
Area: 86,000 sq. ft.
Max Height: 125 ft.
Construction Type: Steel masts and 		
tensile membrane
Function: Exhibition hall

18

Frei Otto’s fascination with
tensile structures and minimally
resource-intensive design stems from
his experiences as a Luftwaffe pilot in
World War II. He spent time in a POW
camp in France where he worked
constructing
tent-like
structures
with the limited resources that were
available. This experience became
the basis for a great deal of Frei Otto’s
architectural and engineering work.
The pavilion that he designed
for Expo 67 exemplifies many of the
architectural concepts that intrigued
Otto. By implementing a very simple
structural system combined with
a flexible roof system, the pavilion
could be conceived on any site or
terrain condition. Otto rejected the
notion that architecture must be a
stagnant, permanent creation. He
endorsed
architectural
solutions
that were efficient from a material
and construction standpoint. The
ingenuity of his work is partially why he
has remained relevant and received
the 2015 Pritzker Prize.

19

Precedent Studies
The roof system of the German
Pavilion is a grid of steel cables that
are anchored at the masts and at
points on the ground. The individual
cables work together as one system
to create a massive mesh draped
over the masts. The roof inherently
allows for complete flexibility of light
and weather control. Most of the
mesh is covered with a translucent,
polyester textile membrane, but
there are spots left open that act as
skylights. Similar to the form and plan
of the pavilion, the articulation of the
roof membrane is completely flexible.
The architecture is able to react,
unrestricted, to the function inside.
Material Quantities
Membrane Surface Area: 9,500 m2
Concrete Volume:

350 m3

Prestressing Steel: 		

7 tons

Reinforcing Steel:		

20 tons

Structural Steel: 		

80 tons

Cost
German Marks: 		
US Dollars:			
20

4,520,000
1,130,000

The formal expressions of space
within the tents was marveled at by
the visitors to the German Pavilion
at Expo 67. The cavernous spaces
created by the peaks and valleys
of the tensile membrane structure
allowed for a range of program
below. On the ground plane of the
building, there is an orthogonal layout
of platforms circulating throughout
the exhibition. The parabolic curves
of the roof structure form the overall
space, and the floor plan is fit
within the cavernous spaces. The
juxtaposition of the two systems
highlights the difference between
Frei Otto’s revolutionary architecture
and a typical architectural system.
This project demonstrates the
feasibility of a large scale temporary
structure. With the use of simple,
transportable materials, extraordinary
architecture can be created and
constructed
extremely
quickly.
This adaptable method of design
can be used as an expandable,
modular system while maintaining its
recyclability.
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Precedent Studies
IBM Travelling Pavilion
Architects: Renzo Piano Building 		
		Workshop
Location: Paris, France and other 		
		
cities in Europe
Date: 1983-1886
Lifespan: 3 years
Area: 6,200 sq. ft.
Max Height: 20 ft.
Construction Type: Laminated timber
and polycarbonate panels
Function: Exhibition hall
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The pavilion is constructed
primarily of polycarbonate, cast
aluminum, and laminated wood.
The structure is a series of threehinged arches that allow for easy
assembly and disassembly.
The
floor construction consists of a raised
steel-framed floor, supporting 34
semi-circular
arches
composed
of 12 transparent polycarbonate
pyramidal elements. The composition
of
polycarbonate
elements
is
interconnected
both
internally
and externally by ribs of laminated
beech wood. The half arches act
as three-dimensional trusses with the
polycarbonate assemblies serving as
the cladding, as well as the structural
web between chords of the trusses.
In order to make the concept
of impermanence viable, the pavilion
features commonplace materials
that can be fabricated and replaced.
The connections and construction
processes are simple enough that it is
economically feasible for use and reuse. The pavilion was assembled in 20
different cities around Europe within
a 30 month period.
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Precedent Studies
The purpose of this temporary
pavilion was to showcase the latest
technology that IBM was developing.
The focus of IBM’s exhibition was to
promote their advances in computer
technology for telecommunications.
Part of the concept of the showcase
was
that
mobile
computer
workstations could be set up virtually
anywhere that had access to
electricity. The architectural design
matched the ideas that IBM was
exhibiting. Both the architecture and
the products within share the idea
that technological advancements
are allowing for mobile hot spots and
workstations.
This pavilion is a much smaller
scale than Frei Otto’s pavilion, which
makes it much easier to assemble,
requiring only simple hand tools. While
the scale of building elements is much
smaller, the pavilions are completely
modular. The structures can be
combined to create nearly any size
required, with only trucks needed to
transport the materials. The pavilions
are able to be placed on nearly any
site due to the ease of climate control
and foundation supports it sits on.

24

The active climate control
system for the IBM Pavilion is a split
package central heating and
cooling system, made up of two
major parts. There is a single outdoor
unit containing the compressor and
condensing coils. There are also six
indoor units, each containing heating
and cooling coils and a circulating
fan.
The indoor and outdoor units
are connected by insulated tubing
and control wiring. The outdoor units
in this case are housed by specially
designed trucks which also help to
transport parts of the pavilion from
one location to another.
The practicality of transporting
air in these tubes a long distance was
not a factor in this case because the
small size of the pavilion. In the IBM
Pavilion, the outdoor part of the unit
is located in one of the 23 trucks that
were specially designed to transport
it from one location to another.
Housing the majority of the
heating and cooling system in a truck
allows this pavilion to function on
nearly any site while maintaining a
comfortable environment inside.
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Pilgrimage
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“The rite of the pilgrimage functioned as a remedy, to conciliate the “facts of
distance” with the “joys of proximity.” The pilgrimage was a therapy through
space. The idea of distance symbolized needs which were unsatisfied; the
pilgrimage expressed a yearning for intimacy.”
															 -Peter Eisenman
27

Pilgrimage
Religious
pilgrimage
is
characterized by the struggle and
sacrifice that pilgrims undergo
during their journey. Pilgrimages are
meant to test people both physically
and spiritually. The separation from
everyday life exercises the mind and
body in different ways that cannot be
achieved in everyday life. The strain
and struggle that people endure is
part of the stages that make up a
pilgrimage.
Inherently,
the
destination
of a pilgrimage is a sacred place,
according to the particular religion.
The arrival at the destination becomes
more important and meaningful after
one has gone through the journey
to get there. The sacrifice of time
and effort makes the goal that much
more rewarding for the pilgrim.
Much like other places of worship,
the destination or gathering place
at the completion of the pilgrimage
holds significant spiritual weight to
pilgrims. There are special places on
Earth where the gathering of people
with similar purpose gives the physical
environment a heavenly quality.
Holy places become the physical
manifestation of people’s faith.
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“The pilgrimage and its church
occupy a special place in the history
of the development of ecclesiastical
place, serving yet another, more
complex function.
The pilgrim recognized that
what she or he had wished for was
not to be had in either their everyday
life or the local church; there was
something more that was needed,
something distant. The rite of the
pilgrimage functioned as a remedy, to
conciliate the “facts of distance” with
the “joys of proximity.” The pilgrimage
was a therapy through space. The
idea of distance symbolized needs
which were unsatisfied; the pilgrimage
expressed a yearning for intimacy.
The architectural effect of these
inverted desires and conditions was
found in many pilgrimage churches.
These churches sharpened the sense
of desire and fulfillment by playing
out the process of the pilgrimage
in miniature, within the body of the
church itself.”
		
		-Peter Eisenman, 			
		
Church of the Year 2000,
		
Rome, Italy, Standford 		
		Presidential Lectures
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Pilgrimage

Lourdes

Location: Lourdes, France
Religion: Catholic
Earliest Date: 1858
Frequency: Daily: once a year for
the International Military Pilgrimage
Length: 1 week
Number of Pilgrims: Over 3 million
annual participants
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Hajj

Location: Mecca
Religion: Islam
Earliest Date: 629 C.E.
Frequency: Once a year
Length: 5 days
Number of Pilgrims: Over 3 million
annual participants

Osun-Osogbo

Location: Osogbo, Nigeria
Religion: Yoruba
Earliest Date: 13th century
Frequency: Once a year
Length: 12 days
Number of Pilgrims: 100,000 annual
participants

Jerusalem

Location: Jerusalem, Israel
Religion: Christianity, Islam, Judaism
Earliest Date: 1st millennium B.C.E.
Frequency: Varies by religion

Shikoku

Location: Shikoku, Japan
Religion: Buddhism
Earliest Date: 17th century
Frequency: Year round
Length: 45 days
Number of Pilgrims: 200,000 annual
participants

Kumbh Mela

Location: Cities in India
Religion: Hindu
Earliest Date: 629 C.E.
Frequency: Every 4 years
Length: 2 months
Number of Pilgrims: Over 100 million
annual participants

31

Kumbh Mela
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“What struck me about the Kumbh Mela was the sheer number of people and
seeing the scale manage itself or be managed by select interventions on the
part of different entities.”
															 -Tarun Khanna
Harvard University South Asia Institute
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Kumbh Mela
The Kumbh Mela is a Hindu
religious gathering that takes place
across India at four different cities
along the Holy Rivers of India. The
pilgrimage occurs every twelve years
at each location, meaning that a
gathering takes place around once
every three years at one of the four
sites. At each of the four locations,
pilgrims gather on the riverbanks and
floodplains of the Ganges, Yamuna,
Shipra, and Godavari Rivers. The
primary purpose of the pilgrimage
is to bath in the rivers as an act of
rebirth. The celebration takes place
over a two month period and pilgrims
spend anywhere from a few days to
the entire two months at the Kumbh
Mela.
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The Kumbh Mela is one of the
largest peaceful, religious gatherings
in the world, with an estimated 120
million people visiting over the two
month period. The sheer size of the
gathering raises many logistical
challenges for the governments that
regulate and plan the Kumbh Mela.
Historically, the Kumbh Mela has had
issues with control and safety of the
masses of pilgrims.
Part of the solution for
controlling the masses of people is the
careful planning of infrastructure and
built complexes. The Kumbh Mela
has continued to grow drastically
over time and with it has grown
the complex mega-city that gets
constructed for each pilgrimage.

“It is wonderful, the power
of a faith like that, that can make
multitudes upon multitudes of the old
and weak and the young and frail
enter without hesitation or complaint
upon such incredible journeys and
endure the resultant miseries without
repining. It is done in love, or it is
done in fear; I do not know which it
is. No matter what the impulse is, the
act born of it is beyond imagination,
marvelous to our kind of people, the
cold whites.”
		
-Mark Twain after visiting
		
the Kumbh Mela in 1895
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Kumbh Mela
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Kumbh Mela
The Kumbh Mela pilgrimage
is closely associated with Hindu
scripture and tradition. The word
“Kumbh” or “kumbha” means “pot”
in Sanskrit. The word “mela” means
“gathering” or “fair.” The meaning of
the name “Kumbh Mela” comes from
Hindu mythology and symbolizes the
importance of the pilgrimage.
The story or episode known
as “Samudra Manthan,” meaning
“churning of the ocean,” appears
in several Hindu scriptures including
the
Bhagavata
Purana,
the
Mahabharata and the Vishnu Purana.
The story tells of a battle between the
Devas (deities) and Asuras (demons)
over “amrita,” the drink or nectar of
immortality. Similar to “ambrosia” in
Greek mythology, amrita is believed
to confer immortality and longevity.
According to Hindu mythology,
the Devas carried the amrita away
from the battle in a pot (kumbh).
While carrying the kumbh, four
drops of the amrita spilled out on
four rivers throughout India. These
four places acquired a mystical and
spiritual power. Bathing in these rivers
is symbolic of bathing in the waters
of immortality in the Hindu faith. The
Kumbh Mela is the tradition of bathing
in the waters of the Holy Rivers.
38

The Kumbh Mela revolves
around two very common acts of
faith, pilgrimage and bathing in
sacred water. These acts of faith
require sacrifice in order to undergo
a spiritual rebirth. Besides the physical
sacrifice that pilgrims go through,
there is also a sacrifice of personal
wealth. Much of the Kumbh Mela
is funded by the city government,
however a great deal of the festival
is paid for by private donors. Charity
from the pilgrims is part of the overall
concept of sacrifice that defines the
Kumbh Mela. The sacrifice of physical
comfort is another sacrifice made
by pilgrims at the Kumbh Mela. The
conditions that the common pilgrims
live in during do not offer very much
comfort. The amount of housing
needed to provide comfortable
living quarters for every pilgrim is
unfathomable. The nature of this
festival forces people to give up the
privileges of every day life.
Sacrifice is an essential part of
the Kumbh Mela, as with pilgrimage of
any kind. It prepares and cleanses the
body and mind for the rejuvenation
achieved at the climax of the journey.
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Kumbh Mela
The occurrence of the Kumbh
Mela corresponds with the Vikram
Samvat lunisolar Hindu calendar. The
Vikram Samvat is very similar to the
Gregorian solar calendar in that they
both use twelve months of about
30 days each. The Hindu calendar,
however, is 56 years ahead and offset
by about half a month.
Since the Vikram Samvat
calendar corresponds with the lunar
cycle and the solar cycle, it lines
up with natural cycle of the Earth’s
tides. The timing of the Kumbh Mela
strengthens its connection to the
natural environment and the spirit of
the Earth.
While the Kumbh Mela occurs
every three years, there is a smaller
version of the pilgrimage that is held
annually at Allahabad. The annual
gathering is essentially a miniature
Kumbh Mela, with nearly all the
same traditions and rituals. Due to
the frequency of the Magh Mela,
the attendance numbers are much
lower than the numbers of the Kumbh
Mela every three years. The Magh
Mela attracts hundreds of thousands
pilgrims each year, which pales in
comparison to the hundred millions
people who attend the Kumbh Mela.
40

Types of Melas:
Maha Kumbh Mela - occurring every
144 years - only in Allahabad.
Purna Kumbh Mela - after every 12
years - last one took place in January
2001 in Allahabad.
Ardh Kumbh - 6th year after Kumbh
Mela.
Kumbh Mela - every 3rd years, rotating
through Allahabad, Nasik, Haridwar
and Ujjain.
Magh Mela - Annual, held every
year except years of Kumbh Mela
and Ardh Kumbh Mela Held in Magh
(Jan-Feb); hence the name. Only in
Allahabad.
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Kumbh Mela
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Kumbh Mela
The most recent Kumbh
Mela was held in Allahabad from
January 14th until March 10th, a 55
day period. Attracting more than
120 million visitors, the gathering
was by far the largest in the history
of the celebration. The pilgrimage
was actually a Maha Kumbh Mela,
“Maha” meaning “Great,” which
is celebrated every 144 years in
Allahabad. The city of Allahabad is
already considered the most holy of
four Kumbh Mela locations due to its
proximity to the Triveni Sangam. The
Triveni Sangam is the confluence of
the Ganges and Yamuna Rivers, thus
bathing in the waters at Allahabad
is more sought after than the single
rivers at the other Mela locations.
Year		
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Number of Attendees

1903............................................400,000
1906.........................................2,000,000
1919.........................................3,000,000
1930.........................................4,000,000
1942.........................................2,000,000
1954.........................................6,000,000
1966.........................................7,000,000
1977.......................................10,000,000
1989.......................................15,000,000
2001.......................................80,000,000
2007.......................................70,000,000
2013.....................................120,000,000

Holy Bathing Days
1million people in
Allahabad

01.15.2013:
Makar Sankranti

1 million “settlers,”
including Akharas
01.27.2013:
Paush Purnima

30 million pilgrims
on busiest day
120 million visitors
over the entire
Kumbh Mela

02.06.2013:
Ek Adashi Snam
02.10.2013:
Mauri Amavasya Snan
02.15.2013:
Basant Panchami Snan
02.17.2013:
Rath Saptami Snan
02.18.2013:
Bhisma Ekadashi Snan

02.25.2013:
Maghi Prunima Snan

The
2013
Maha
Kumbh
Mela was the largest gathering
India had ever seen and also the
best documented. In addition to
coverage by international news
outlets, the festival was heavily
studied by Harvard University’s South
Asia Institute and Graduate School of
Design. The studies conducted were
focused primarily on documenting
the demographics of the population
and the logistics of the temporary
city.
An important consideration
when studying the behavior of the
pilgrims is the duration that people
stay at the Kumbh Mela. While
the festival lasts for more than two
months, very few pilgrims stay for the
entirety of the celebration. Part of
the beauty of the Kumbh Mela is the
diversity of the attendees. There is an
incredible range of people from the
first-time visitors, to the casual Hindu
pilgrims, and to the deeply devoted
Hindu Sadhus. The varying levels of
devotion typically correspond to the
duration that pilgrims will camp out at
the festival.
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Kumbh Mela
One of the most telling studies
conducted was the analysis of cell
phone usage throughout the 2013
Kumbh Mela. Cell phone SIM data
was collected and analyzed mainly to
track the numbers of people coming
in and out of the city, as well as the
growing influence that technology
has on the festival.
The study was conducted by
looking at the number and date
that cell phone SIMs were active,
revealing rough numbers for the
overall number of pilgrims and the
length that each person stayed. At
the 2013 Mela, the average length of
stay was 18.1 days, with a minimum
stay of 1 day and a maximum stay
of 89 days. The standard deviation of
the durations was 29.6 days revealing
significant variability in the length
people stayed. Overall, 23.8% of
pilgrims stayed longer than 30 days
and only 15.0% of pilgrims stayed
longer than 60 days.
The data collected clearly
shows the spikes in population
corresponding to the major bathing
days. This information can be used to
better plan and allocate resources
for future gatherings.
46

The Kumbh Mela has been
celebrated for hundreds of years
and maintains Hindu traditions
that are vital to the celebration
of the pilgrimage. As the Kumbh
Mela advances into the twenty-first
century, the celebration itself grows
in size and scope. The resultant of
this growth is the increased publicity
of the celebration through a variety
of media outlets. The grandeur and
magnitude of the Kumbh Mela has
naturally attracted the attention of
the modern world as a wonder of
human sacrifice.
The introduction of internet
access and cellular access allows
for the Kumbh Mela to be broadcast
around the world. India has historically
been classified as a third-world
country, and today it is still classified
as a developing country.

47

Site
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“The gods always play where rivers have for their bracelets the sound of curleys
and the voice of swans for their speech, water as their garment, carps for their
zone, the flowering trees on theirs banks as earrings, the confluence of rivers as
their hips, raised sand banks as breasts and the plumage of swans their mantle.”
															 -Stella Kramrisch

The Hindu Temple
49

Site
The Kumbh Mela is celebrated
at four locations throughout India,
each adjacent to one of the holy
rivers, according to Hindu tradition.
The religious celebration is anchored
to the Earth at these holy places. The
physical environment and spiritual
environment
become
melded
together into one holy place.
While the majority of the
pilgrimage takes place on the
riverbanks and floodplains of these
four rivers, the festival depends
heavily on the each adjacent city
to support the event. The city needs
to accommodate millions of people
traveling to and from the festival
grounds. This puts tremendous stress
on the infrastructures in place, far
exceeding the number of people
that they typically account for.
The four rivers that the Kumbh
Mela is held at include the Yamuna
River, the Shipra River, the Ganges
River, and the Godavari River. While
these are not the only Holy Rivers in
India, they are the four where the
Hindu legend describes the amrita
being spilled. Each maintains a
mystical, spiritual quality, however
one of the locations is regarded as
the most holy of the four.
50

Haridwar
Yamuna River

Shipra River

Allahabad
Ganges River

Ujjain

Nashik
Godavari River

International Airports

India has the second largest
population in the world with
around 1.3 billion people. The total
population of Hindu people in the
world is around 1.1 billion and nearly
958 million of them live in India. It can
be concluded that the majority of
the pilgrims who attend the Kumbh
Mela are Indian nationals. At the
time of the origins of the Kumbh
Mela pilgrimage, proximity to the
locations was a much greater factor
in limiting the number of pilgrims. With
the development of infrastructure
advancements in transportation
technology, the reach of the Kumbh
Mela has grown significantly.
Within India there are 16
international airports and 79 domestic
airports. There is about 39,300 miles of
railways that connect a network of
6,900 stations. Additionally there is just
over 2 million miles of roads, including
nearly 42,000 miles of highways. With
the progress that India’s infrastructure
has made, the Kumbh Mela has
become more accessible than ever
to the people of India and the rest of
the world.

Major Domestic Airports
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Site
The architecture of India
encompasses a wide range of
foreign influences as a result of India’s
global presence throughout world
history. India’s history as a center of
trade and colonization provides the
context upon which its architecture
has evolved.
Like vernacular architecture
around the world, India’s most
characteristic buildings are centers
of religion. Religion in India, primarily
Hinduism, is heavily ingrained in all
facets of life. Indian architecture
typically corresponds to the spiritual
beliefs and guidelines of Hinduism,
whether or not the building serves
a religious function. In Hindu culture
there is a collection of texts called
the Vastu Shastra, which translates to
the “Science of Architecture.”
The Vastu Shastra is a collection
of writings taken from a larger body
of architectural ideas and concepts
called the Vastu Vidya. The broader
Vastu Vidya presents non-rigid
concepts about architecture and
planning, whereas the Vastu Shastra
expands upon principles of design,
layout,
measurements,
ground
preparation, space arrangement,
and spatial geometry.
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A derivation of the 9-square grid seen in the
urban plan of Chandigarh by Corbusier

The 9-square is seen in the structure
and planning of a Governor’s House in
Chandigarh designed by Corbusier

Angkor Wat temple in Cambodia demonstates the implementation of the Vastu Shastra in
Hindu architecture

Air

Air/Water

Water

Air/Earth

Center/
Space

Fire/Space

Earth

Fire/Earth

Fire

A typical Hindu layout organization.
Vastu Shastra elemental diagram.

An adaptation of mandala planning in the
layout of Kandariya Mahadeva Temple in
Madhya Pradesh, India

The Vastu Shastra covers
topics ranging from mathematical
calculations applied to building
proportions, to conditioning the
building environment to promote the
well being of the residents. One of the
most central principles of the Vastu
Shastra is that the world is comprised
of five elements known as the pancha
maha bhoota.
The
five
elements
are
categorized as Air, Water, Earth, Fire,
and Space. These are all related to
elements and energies of the Earth
and nature. The Vastu Shastra teaches
that there is an interrelationship
and balance between all five of
the elements. In Hindu culture, the
balance of the five elements of nature
is thought to create a living and
working environment that facilitates
health and well-being.
The grid diagram of varying
numbers of squares is known as the
“mandala” plan and is seen in many
Indian buildings and urban layouts.
This system can be applied to sites
of any size as the scale of the layout
can be increased or decreased as
necessary.

The plan of the Jawahar Kala Kendra by
Charles Correa in Jaipur, India. Correa pulls
away one of the corners of the 9 square grid
to create an entrance.
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Site
Waterfront Rejuvenation Project on
the Ganges River
Location: Uttar Pradesh, India
Architect: Morphogenesis
This project by Morphogenesis
architects from Delhi, India is focused
on the rejuvenation of several
location along the Ganges River,
including the Kumbh Mela sites in
Allahabad. The designs address
the flooding conditions along the
river and allocates water resistant
structures within the flood zone. The
built structures incorporate easily
constructible, low-impact materials
including brick, porous stone flooring,
and fabric shading devices. Solar
panels are also used to collect energy
that powers drinking fountains and
internect connectivity.
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Embassy Techvillage
Location: Bangalore, India
Architect: HOK
HOK designed the buildings and
masterplan for this office park in
Bangalore. This complex provides
space for tenants of a variety of sizes
and offers a mulititude of ammenities.
The park is a hub for software IT
companies, a growing industry in
India. This contemporary project
provides a glimpse into the current
state of architectural design in India.
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Site
The city of Allahabad is located
next to what is called the Triveni
Sangam, where the Ganges River
and the Yamuna River intersect. The
confluence of these two holy rivers
holds greater spiritual significance
for the pilgrims who participate in
the pilgrimage. Allahabad draws the
greatest number of people at each
Kumbh Mela, due to the appeal of
bathing in the Triveni Sangam.
The city of Allahabad also hosts
a Magh Mela every year, as opposed
to the larger Kumbh Mela which
occurs every 12 years in Allahabad.
The Magh Mela draws significantly
fewer people than the Kumbh Mela,
but still requires careful infrastructural
planning and construction.
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Allahabad,
Uttar Pradesh
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Site

Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh
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A

B

D

Points of Interest

A - New Yamuna Bridge
B - Allahabad Fort
C - Allahabad High Court
D - Khusro Bagh Garden
E - Swaraj Bhavan Mansion
F - Metropolitan Allahabad

Information and Data

E

C
F

State: Uttar Pradesh
District: Allahabad
Government Type: Mayor-Council
Government Body: Allahabad 			
Municipal Corporation
Area: 300 sq. miles
Elevation: 322 feet
Population: 1,117,094 people
Density: 3,200 people per sq. mile
Official Language: Hindi
Religions: Hinduism - 76.03%
 	
Islam - 21.94%
Christianity - 0.68%
Buddhism - 0.28%
Other - 1.34%
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Site
All Months of the Year
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Kumbh Mela Months Only

All Months of the Year

Kumbh Mela Months Only
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Site
Wind Velocity Range

Average Precipitation
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Temperature Range

Sun Path

Wind Wheels

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall
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Site
One of the greatest feats that
the Kumbh Mela’s temporary city
must overcome is the site itself. For
much of the year, the river basin is
covered with water and is not able
to be used for any built structures. The
unpredictability of the course of the
river is another challenge, as the path
of the water changes significantly
every time the river floods and drains.
Each time the city is constructed, the
plan must be adjusted to fit around
the current path of the river. As seen
in the Google Earth images, the route
that the river occupies goes through
a great deal of variation.
The basin of the Ganges River is
constantly changing due to the rising
and falling of the river’s water level.
During the summer months, which is
monsoon season in Uttar Pradesh,
the river basin floods and the Ganges
River becomes more than 5 miles
wide near the Triveni Sangam. In the
winter, when the Kumbh Mela occurs,
the water levels are at the lowest. The
dry basin allows for the temporary
city to be constructed without having
to be lifted above a level of water.
Although the basin is dry when the
city is built, the soil conditions make
it very difficult to build structurally
complex buildings.
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Flooded basin
of the Ganges
Allahabad

Jhunsi

Allahabad

Jhunsi

Summer:
Monsoon
Season
Fall/Spring:
Shifting
Hydrology

Winter:
Kumbh Mela

Dry basin of the
Ganges

Kumbh Mela Area

0

1 mile

5 miles

04/23/2007

04/07/2008

04/04/2011

10/12/2012

01/10/2013

02/17/2013

02/08/2014

03/14/2016

03/27/2017
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Site
Bathing Locations

The flow of people into the
Sangam is largely dictated by the
popular bathing locations along
the river bank. During peak bathing
hours, the number of people in
certain areas of the river is regulated
in order to prevent overcrowding
and potential incidents. The flow of
people is carefully considered in the
planning of pedestrian roads and
bridges. One way traffic patterns
and checkpoints allow the Kumbh
administration to better monitor and
control the masses of pilgrims.
Most Popular
Ganges River During Rainy Season
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Least Popular

Allahabad Infrastructure

Kumbh Mela Infrastructure

A

A........................................Regular Grid

B
c

Ganges River During Rainy Season

B........................................Skewed Grid

C.............................Discontinuous Grid
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Site
The shifting hydrology of the
Ganges River at the Triveni Sangam is
integrated into the most basic fabric
of the ephemeral city of the Kumbh
Mela. In the rainy season, from June
through September, the river floods
much of the land where the temporary
city and infrastructure is constructed.
By October, the river is low enough
that pontoon bridges can be
constructed and put in place along
the river. The pontoon bridge material
is constructed and deconstructed
every year for the Magh Mela. Land
throughout designated sectors of the
Kumbh Mela masterplan is allocated
for the storage of any building and
infrastructure materials during the off
season.

1

2

July 2012
1
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October 2012
2

By November, the rest of the
roads and infrastructure is constructed
in preparation for the festival to begin
in January. By the middle of January,
the Kumbh Mela temporary city is
fully constructed and the majority
of pilgrims are living on the banks of
the Ganges. The ephemeral urban
explosion proves every year to be
a greater spectacle of color, scale,
and complexity.

3
4

November 2012
3

January 2013
4
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Site

March - May (prior)

_Agricultural land covers the area.
_Roads designated to transport materials.
_Assessment of conditions;
planning begins.
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October (prior)

_River recedes; damp soil behind.
_Sector boundaries and roads outlined.
_Electrical poles begin to be deployed.

December (prior)

_Major roads completed.
_Pontoon bridges 75% constructed.
_Water, telecommunications, and electricity
infrastructure deployed.

December-January (prior)
_All roads completed.

_All bridges completed.

February (during)
_100% Kumbh Mela ground occupation.

March-April (after)

_Tent disassembly; infrastructure removal.
_Bridge deconstruction;
material collection.
_Agricultural activity resumes.
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Site
Samples
of
the
blocks
constructed
during
the
2013
Kumbh Mela demonstrate the
planning
techniques
used
to
layout the temporary city. Within
major infrastructural blocks, there
is a variety of planning strategies
at work. Networks of nodes and
alleys are the result inconsistent axes
and orientations of the temporary
structures.

Residential Blocks

Solid/Void
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Open Space

Public Blocks
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Site
Structural Materials
Available in India
Masonry/Concrete
•
•
•
•
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Concrete Piles
Slabs
Foundations
CMU walls

Metal

Wood
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arjun
Axlewood
Bamboo
Banyan
Coconut
Deodar
Kathal
Palm
Sal
Teak

•
•
•
•
•

Steel structure
Aluminum
Steel cable
Sheet metal
Metal exterior panels

Wall Systems
• Plastic veneer/glazing
• Exterior insulation and
finish systems (EIFS)
• Metal composite
materials (MCM)

Enclosure Materials
Available in India
Insulation

Tensile Membrane
• PTFE fiberglass
• Insulated tensioned
membranes
• PVC
• ETFE film
• Fabrics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spray foam insulation
XPS rigid insulation
EPS rigid insulation
PU/PIR rigid insulation
Rock wool
Glass wool
Slag wool

• Materials used in Kumbh Mela temporary structures
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Site
In order to better govern and
plan the Kumbh Mela, the areas
allocated for the temporary city are
broken down into 14 sectors. The
divisions are used to facilitate the
construction process, in addition
to the maintenance of masses of
people during the festival. Many of
the sectors contain similar program
within them, despite the varying sizes
of the areas.
The areas outlined are what
the Kumbh Mela administrations
granted for use during the Kumbh
Mela, but much of the land farther
from the rivers is not heavily used.
Judging by satellite images of the
areas taken during the off months,
these locations are used for the
storage of construction materials that
get reused every year for the Magh
Mela gathering.

6
8
9
5

2

10

4

1
3

11
12

13

14
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7

Sector 2

Sector 2 occupies about 0.60
square miles or 400 acres on the
north bank of the Yamuna River. This
area is just outside the Sangam and
one of the main bodies of the Kumbh
Mela mega-city on the western bank
of the Ganges. Sector 2 is much less
dense than the other areas lining
both sides of the Ganges. It acts as
a transition from the urban world to
spiritual environment of the Sangam.
Both Sectors 1 and 2 are located
adjacent to the Naini Bridge and one
of the major highways running into
Allahabad and through the Kumbh
Mela areas.
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Site

Allahabad

Project Site
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The project site is located
between the two primary modes of
transportation across the Ganges
River. The railway runs at ground
level along the northern edge of
the site, and transitions into bridge
over the Ganges and its riverbanks.
The elevated highway along the
southern edge of the site sits about
30-35 feet above the ground surface.
The integration of the project with the
existing infrastructural fabric ensures
the visibility and accessibility of the
project.
The relationship of the site to the
vehicular modes of transportation is
equally as important as the proximity
to pedestrian circulation both year
round and during the Kumbh Mela.
The site sits just outside the most
desirable bathing location of the
Sangam. During the bathing days of
the Kumbh Mela, the project site will
sit along the primary flow of pilgrims
from North to South to bathe in the
river.
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Site
This area of the site is just over
48 acres and which equals a little
over 2 million square feet. The site is
mostly cleared of vegetation with
some groups of small trees and
brush around the edges of the plot.
The borders are defined on all sides
by fairly low traffic two way roads,
making it accessible from all sides.
The topography of the site is
fairly minimal, with a difference of
about 25’ across the entirety of the
site. Minimal site grading and clearing
will be needed to prepare the land
for construction. The vegetated area
on the East edge of the site will need
to be cleared and relocated ahead
of construction.
The existing drainage trench
running through the site will be
excavated and re-purposed as a
design element within the project.
The introduction of water collection
to the site and program offers greater
possibilities of year round use while
the project is deconstructed.

A

B

289 ft

278 ft
Section A

301 ft

280 ft
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Section B

Kumbh Mela
Temporary City

Off-Season
Agricultural Use

Railroad
Major Highways

Site Topography

Site Average: 40’ Above Sea Level

Walking Radius

2 Miles
1-1/2 Miles

High Point of River
Dry Season River Level

1 Mile
1/2 Mile

Bird’s Eye View from Southeast

Bird’s Eye View from Northwest
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Site
Existing Train Station Adjacent to Site
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Existing Elevated Highway Adjacent to Site

Photos of Allahabad
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Site

Site Model: Existing Conditions
@ 1/128” = 1’-0”
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48 ACRES

Existing Train Station
Demolished Buildings
Existing Drainage Trench
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Program

86

6
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Program
The city of Allahabad is
governed by the Allahabad Municipal
Corporation, which is a mayorcouncil type government. During the
planning, construction, hosting, and
deconstruction of the Kumbh Mela, a
district magistrate is appointed by the
Allahabad government called the
Mela Adhikari. The Mela Adhikari is
responsible for coordinating all phases
of the event, including land allocation
and managing partnerships with
religious organizations.
The planning of the Kumbh
Mela begins more than a year prior
to the festival. In total, there are 7
Indian Central Departments and 28
Uttar Pradesh State Departments that
dedicate resources to form 7 Planning
Committees responsible for the
conception, planning, construction,
maintenance, and deconstruction
involved in the Kumbh Mela.
The Kumbh Mela planning
committees are responsible for
providing the necessary facilities to
serve a functioning city that can
handle the influx of visitors.
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Facilities Planned in the 2013 Kumbh Mela
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police Booths
Police Stations
Hospitals
ATM’s
Boarding/Lodging
General Help Desk
Lost/Found Counters or Desk
Delegates (Akharas, Groups,Sanstha etc.)
Shops (General, food, medicine, books, etc.)
Ghats
Public Conveniences
Parking Places
Kiosk points
Fire stations
Jal police
Govt. Department Offices
Media Centre
I.T Centre (Including INTERNET, FAX, PCO etc.)

The Kumbh Mela is rapidly
growing and evolving into a modern,
21st century event. As evidenced
by cell phone usage data and the
necessity of media centers and
Internet access at the festival, it is
clear that technology is becoming
a greater factor in the Kumbh Mela.
The integration of technology into
the Kumbh Mela is warranted by
the pilgrims, as well as visitors at the
event for professional or academic
purposes. The accessibility and
mobility of modern technology allows
media outlets to broadcast the
Kumbh Mela to the entire world. The
pilgrimage, which until recently was
very little known considering its size,
is now capable of being shared with
the rest of the world.

An architectural intervention
for the Kumbh Mela must serve a
purpose that is not currently being
served by the existing planning and
systems in place. One such avenue
that is being under-served is the
provision of media and visitor services.
The introduction of a comprehensive
media and technology center serves
both the immediate and future
needs of the city of Allahabad and
the Kumbh Mela.
As public knowledge and
curiosity about the Kumbh Mela
increases, the demand for media
coverage will increase. This includes
both local Indian media and
international media outlets. Such
media outlets at the 2013 Kumbh
Mela included National Geographic,
BBC, ABC News, PBS, and Harvard
University.
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Program
Food Distribution
The Kumbh Mela temporary
city contains food and general
markets throughout the festival
grounds. Hindu pilgrims typically cook
their meals as large religious or familial
groups at the Kumbh Mela. There is a
greater need for food markets rather
than prepared foods
The program of this project will
include areas for food storage to work
in conjunction with the existing food
markets. A system of food distribution
between the storage areas and the
food vendors would be implemented.
The site will also include actual
markets where pilgrims either arriving
from the train, walking through the
site, or coming from the Kumbh city
can buy food to take back to their
living quarters.
The
markets
must
be
separated into four distinct spaces
to accomodate for the four different
castes of Hindu society. It is required
that food be sold and prepared
separately.
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Bathing Services
Although the primary tradition
associated with the Kumbh Mela
is “bathing” in the Ganges River,
this practice does not equate itself
with cleanliness. The water of the
Ganges River has become grossly
overpolluted with sewage and other
pollutants. It is estimated that almost
3 billion liters of untreated sewage is
pumped into the Ganges every day.
The program will include
separate facilities for the four different
Castes. The facilities will include
individual toilets, individual shower
stalls, and stalls for people to do
laundry. The goal of this portion of the
project is to provide a higher standard
of cleanliness than what currently
exists in the Kumbh temporary city.
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Program
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Informational Service

Technology and
Communication

As a gateway to the temporary
city of the Kumbh Mela, it is important
to provide the pilgrims with the
necessary information about layout
of the expansive city and about
the schedule of the festival itself. An
information space within a greate
visitor’s center will provide the
necessary outlet for people attending
the event to better direct themselves
through the chaos of the city. This
program is aimed at serving primarily
the attendees arriving to the site from
the train, but appeals also to pilgrims
alrady living in the tent city.

Although India is somewhat
antiquated as far as technology is
concerned, it is still the 21st century
and accomodations must be made
for people who wish to use cell phones,
computers, and other technologies.
The increase in cell phone use as
studied at the 2013 Kumbh Mela
shows the need for technological
ammenities.
Architectural
spaces
for
this program will provide publicly
accessible computer workstations,
as well as access to electricity to
charge cell phones and laptops.
Publicly available wifi and internet
is another important consideration in
the growing technological world.
In addition to this public use
program, there will also be private
workspaces media entities that cover
the events of the Kumbh Mela.

Government and
Administration

Lost Persons Center

The
project
will
include
dedicated buildings designed for
the government and administrative
entities
that
coordinate
and
oversee the Kumbh Mela. This
space will be used year-round as
these organizations begin planning
the Kumbh Mela well before the
festival takes place. This part of the
program will include spaces for the
Government of India, Government
of Uttar Pradesh, Government of
Allahabad, Religious Organizations,
and Police and Fire Departments.

Amongst the millions of pilgrims
that could be populating the banks of
the Ganges during the Kumbh Mela,
it is very easy for people to get lost
or separated from the groups they
are with. This has become a serious
issue in recent gatherings, with en
estimated 200,000 people lost during
the 2013 Kumbh Mela.
The program will include a lost
and found where lost people can go
and wait family or groups. This area
would include rest areas, first aid, a
surveillance to monitor the masses of
pilgrims.
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Design Process
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7
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Conceptual Framework

96
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Conceptual Framework
One of the most unique qualities
of the site and context of the project
is the ever-changing morphology of
the Ganges River. The fluctuation of
the river from year to year results in a
constantly changing landscape. The
ever-changing context, compared
to the constant cyclical nature of the
Kumbh Mela pilgrimage creates an
intriguing juxtaposition of regularity
and variation.
Both
the
physical
and
metaphorical layers represented in
these diagrams are the basis of the
programmatic distribution throughout
the design process. The concept is
a progam organization that allows
flexibility in the expansion or shrinkage
of buildings. The overlay of circulation
avenues and open nodes upon these
layers begins to represent the site
organization strategy.
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12 Years of the Ganges River Superimposed

East-West Axis

North-South Axis

Primary Circulation

Traditional Hindu temples tend
to follow the “Vastu Shastra,” which
are essentially a set of architectural
principles outlined in Hindu scriptures.
The diagrammatic nine-square grid
is an important principle of the Vastu
Shastra that is seen very often literally
translated into the plan of a building.
The Vastu Shastra diagram
assigns each square within the grid
one of the nine planets. The corners
and center of the square correspond
to the elements Earth, Air, Water, Fire
and Space. The Vastu Shastra is a
methodology of designing buildings
that spiritually connects Man, the
Earth, and the Building.
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Conceptual Framework
Schematic Layout 1
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Private

Public

Public/Admin.

Existing Urban Fabric

Kumbh City
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Conceptual Framework
Schematic Layout 2

102

Visitor Center
Mixed Program

Mixed Program

Existing Urban Fabric

Kumbh City
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Conceptual Framework
Conceptual Collage 1

104

Conceptual Collage 2
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Schematic Design
Site Plan
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Axon from Northwest

Axon from Southeast

The site plan is based on a 25
foot grid oriented due north. The strips
of building within this framework are
100 feet wide with varying lengths.
The primary axis of circulation is also
100 feet wide to allow for the massive
influx of pilgrims through the site. The
secondary circulation alleys are 25
feet in width to comfortably allow
two ways of travel to the masses. The
circulation concept is based on users
travelling in predictable directions
and filtering through secondary
circulation spaces.
The layers of alternating built
space and outdoor open space
gives the layout a balance and
continuity. There is a wide variety of
spatial typologies, at ranging scales,
in an attempt to satisfy the wants and
needs of the users.
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Schematic Design
One major element of the site
View from Southeast
plan is the repurposing and redesign
of the drainage trench on the site.
The trench will be excavated and
expanded in order to be used as a
reservoir that supports a system of
rainwater collection. The integration
of water and architecture is
representative of typical, traditional
Indian architecture. The presence of
water in the site design reinforces the
core values of the Kumbh Mela, while
serving sustainable functions.
Another design feature is the
tensile fabric canopy populating the
central circulation space. The fabric
canopy serves primarily as a shading
device to cool the most used space Aerial Site Perspectives
View from Northwest
in the project in the warm Indian
West - East Sections
climate. The system also acts as visual
guidance for pilgrims in that all the
program is accessible by following a
path covered with canopies.
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Aerial Site Perspectives

North - So

View from Park

View looking at Visitor Center

View from Elevated Deck

View from Marketplace Bridge
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Schematic Design
This
project
encompasses
design of permanent buildings
and temporary buildings. The two
typologies must be treated differently
in order to satisfy their own unique
criteria. The permanent structures
require a greater sense of place
and belonging, as they will occupy
the site year round. The temporary
structures must answer questions of
constructability and materiality, in
addition to consideration of scale and
space. There is an inherent flexibility
in the design of these temporary
spaces.

West - East Sections
West-East
Section 1

West-East Section 2
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Aerial Site Perspectives

North - South Sections

Aerial Site Perspectives

West - East Sections

North - South Sections

North-South Section 1

North-South Section 2
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Design Development
Train Station Interior

Government Administration Buildings

View from Park

View at Train Station Plaza

Arrival from Train Platform

View along Primary Axis

North-South Site Section

West-East Site Section
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Train Station Interior

Government Administration Buildings

View from Park

View at Train Station Plaza

Arrival from Train Platform

View along Primary Axis
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Design Development
Government/Administration

Train Station

Government Administration Section

Communications and Visitor Center Section
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Communications/Visitors

Train Station Section

Visitor Center

Bamboo Truss System

Canopy Design

Consideration of design at a
detailed level is necessary for this
project in a sense of practicality,
but also from the standpoint of user
comfort and interaction. The truss
system uses the bamboo sticks typical
of the Kumbh Mela tent construction
in tandem with manufactured truss
joints to create a complete structure
that define a larger scale of space.
This truss concept can be used for
create a range of forms and upholds
the criteria of constructability.
The shading canopy system
is now designed as freestanding
umbrellas
that
serve
multiple
functions.

Rainwater Collection Concept
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Final Design
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8
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Final Design
Site Plan - Ground Level

118

Site Plan - Roof Level
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Final Design
During the months of about
December
through
February,
the temporary buildings will be
constructed
and
operational.
Outside of that timeframe, the
materials used in the construction of
the temporary buildings will be kept
in storage and the site will function
as agricultural farmland. Part of the
cycle of the Kumbh Mela ephemeral
city is the intoduction of agriculture
on the festival grounds when they
are unoccupied. A similar strategy is
being used in this project within the
footprints of the temporary structures.
The water collection strategies serve
to ease the strain on the city water
infrastructure in bathroom fixtures
and to help irrigate the site in the offseason.
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During Kumbh Mela:
100% Built

During Offseason:
Agricultural Use

India Government HQ.....................40,000 sf

Food Storage/Distribution..............70,000 sf

Train Station.....................................70,000 sf

Uttar Pradesh Government HQ......40,000 sf

Food Marketplaces......................180,000 sf

Laundry Services.............................45,000 sf

Allahabad Government HQ...........40,000 sf

Communications Center.............100,400 sf

Showers............................................40,000 sf

Kumbh Mela Administration HQ.....40,000 sf

Visitor Center.................................124,800 sf

Toilets................................................45,000 sf

Police and Fire HQ............................40,000 sf

Lost and Found...............................19,900 sf

Waste Water Management..........30,000 sf

Program
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Final Design
Site Plan - Ground Level
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The
groundcover materials
were chosen based on spatial
heirarchy, as well as year round
functionality of the spaces. The
central, primary pedestrian path is
paved with stone pavers, considering
durability with the large number
of people walking on the surface.
A strip concrete footing will be
poured around the perimeters of the
temporary structures’ footprints. The
permanent footings will remain in
the ground while the superstructure
above is deconstructed. These will also
form the framework of the agricultural
areas once the site is deconstructed.
Concrete pavers will be used as the
surface of the secondary alleys as a
deviation from the stone main path.
The floor surfaces within the
temporary buildings will be low
impact, moveable flooring and in
some instances, like the bathrooms,
will be simply compacted earth.
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Final Design
Site Plan - Roof Level
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The formal solution of the
temporary structures is derived from
the typical tent-like complexes strewn
throughout the banks of the Ganges
during the Kumbh Mela. The form of
the markets is two triangular trusses
spanning 50 feet each, as a strategy
to create larger more unified spaces
in the public realm. The bathroom
buildings use four trusses spanning 25
feet each in order to denote rows of
private spaces within.
The roofs of the markets shift in
height as a strategy to create crossventilation at the roof level. The roof
being open on both ends captures
the consistent East to West wind of
Allahabad and allows hot air from
inside to escape.
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Permanent Structures
Temporary Structures

Public
Private
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Water Collection Basins
Freestanding Water Tanks

Evaporative Cooling Effects
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Vehicular Access
Pedestrian Access

Primary Circulation
Secondary Circulation
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Public Garden
Public Plaza
Stepped Seating and Stage

Elevated Highway
Railway
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130

131
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Between the Markets

East-West Site Section
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Visitors’ Center Viewing Platform
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Inside Train Station

North-South Site Section
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Arriving by Train
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A
A

A
A

B
D C

E

D C

F
B

Government Administration
Ground Floor Plan
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A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A - Offices
B - Open Workspace
C - Conference Rooms

B
D C

E

D C

F
B

D - Bathrooms
E - Storage
F - Mechanical

A
A

A
A

Square Plan Layout

Building Connections

Interior Courtyards

Outdoor Terraces
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G
G
G
G

H
J

J
H

Government Administration

Second Floor Plan
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G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G - Offices
H - Outdoor Terrace
J - Mixed Workspace

H
J

J
H

G
G
G
G
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A

C
C

E
B
Train Station

Ground Floor Plan
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D

C

F
A - Dining Area
B - Kitchen/Cafe
C - Waiting Area
D - Ticketing
E - Bathrooms
F - Offices
G - Storage

E
F

F

F

G

Layers of Spaces

Stepped Edge

Public v. Private
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F

A
A

A

B

C

A

D
B
B

E
F
Communications Building and
Visitor Center
Ground Floor Plan
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A - Public Workspace
B - Parking
C - Kitchen/Cafe

D - Dining Area
E - Bathrooms
F - Information Booths
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G
J

G
H
K
K
K
K

G
H
L
L M
L
M
L
M

Communications Building and
Visitor Center
Second Floor Plan
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G
N

M
P

P

M
N

M

G - Public Workspaces
H - Bathrooms
J - Internet Media
K - Television Recording Studios

L - Audio Recording Studios
M - Conference Rooms
N - Press Conference Spaces
P - Exhibition/Gallery Space

The Communications Center
and the Visitor Center both offer public
services with Internet connectivity in
the former and information booths in
the latter. The open workspace along
the northern wall of the Comm. Center
extends to both floors and allows
pilgrims and visitors to check their
email, charge their phone, or work
wirelessly on personal computers.
The second level, which connects to
the Visitors’ Center via outdoor deck,
contains private offices and studios
where media outlets can work and
produce material.
The second level of the Visitor
Center is conceived as a grand
exhibition or gallery space where
Hindu artifacts or collections can be
displayed. The vertical cores, two
elevators and two stairs, grant access
to the upper level viewing platform
that looks out upon the expanse of
the Ganges River and the temporary
Kumbh Mela city.
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Market Plan

148

Polycarbonate Skylight

Corrugated Sheet Metal

Bamboo Truss

The market buildings are
essentially
covered,
open
air
marketplaces with fabric walls that
allow for visual connections between
inside and outside. By lifting the roof
off the enclosure walls, there is a
continuous skylight that allows indirect
lighting and natural ventilation. The
markets are extremely low-tech and
merely provide a comfortable space
for vendors to sell their goods.

Wood Timber Columns

Concrete Strip Footings
Stud Wall and Fabric
Enclosure
West-East Section
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Laundry

150

Showers

Toilets

Sewage

Polycarbonate Skylight

Corrugated Sheet Metal

Bamboo Truss
Wood Timber Columns

Stud Wall and Sheet
Metal Enclosure

The challenges associated with
adding a large number of plumbing
fixtures include adequate water
sources and waste management. The
bathing portions of the project will tie
into the existing water infrastructure
of Allahabad as the primary water
source. Water tanks located outside
the buildings will store collected
rainwater to be used for laundry
and showers. The laundry spaces
consist of little more than a small
pool of water where people can
simply wash and dry their clothes by
hand. The showers are low tech stalls
with in-ground drains that divert the
greywater produced into the above
ground sewage tanks. The toilet stalls
will also implement low-tech drainage
into the above ground sewage tanks.
These tanks are accessible by truck
and will be serviced daily, bringing
sewage to a nearby waste treatment
plant.

West-East Section
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Allahabad gets around 36
inches of precipitation from the
months of March - October, and only
2.8 inches of rain during the months
when the Kumbh Mela occurs. The
roofs of the temporary structure will
drain the rainwater they collect
down through vertical pipes, into an
underground pipe which drains to
the reservoirs. The gable style roofs
are pitched slightly down towards
the bodies of water, to direct runoff
towards to water collection.

Roof Drain Locations
Underground Drain Pipes

Roof Drainage Strategy
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Rainfall Measurements
Off-season Total........................36.55 in
Kumbh Mela Total.........................2.8 in
Off-season Totals
# of Canopies..................................343
Potential Gallons
per Canopy..........................11,795 gal
Total Rainwater
Collected.........................4,045,685 gal
Water Demand for
Agricultural Area..........21,198 gal/day
Total Gallons Needed
for 8 Month Off-season...5,087,520 gal

Canopy Drain Locations
Underground Drain Pipes

Canopy Drainage Strategy

The entire agricultural area
would require just over 5 million
gallons of water to survive the entire
offseason. The rainwater collection
system has the potential to collect
over 4 million gallons over that span
of time, about 80% of the total water
needed.
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The multi-functional canopies
that populate the public circulation
space create a mosaic-like pattern
over the site when seen from above.
The assembly of these devices consists
of a PVC downspout encased in four
wood timber columns, which support
the cantilevering canopy structure.
Wide flange steel members support
the photovoltaic panels and tensile
fabric elements in the corners of
the cross shaped generate by the
photovoltaics. The water collecting
surface includes twelve 3’-3” x 5’6” photovoltaic solar panels with a
tensile fabric membrane that collects
rainwater down into the drainage
pipe.

Tensile Fabric

Photovoltaic
Panels

Steel Wide Flanges

PVC Drainage Pipe
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The photovoltaic panels will
collect solar energy and store it in
electrical boxes located on each
canopy. This stored energy will power
lighting on the underside of the
canopies and allow much of the site
to be used at night. The canopies
function completely independently
of one another, yet work together to
create another architectural layer
upon the project.

Photo-voltaic Panels
Solar Energy Collection

Rainwater Collection

Solar Collection

Shading Strategy
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Technical Information
International
Building Code
The International Building Code (2015)
is being used as reference for building
standards and regulations. The code
is necessary to inform the design
considering the temporary nature of
much of the structure and enclosure.
The challenging site conditions
including the soil and location within
a flood zone. The programmatic
requirements will also be affected by
the code standards.

Local Building
Regulations:
Allahabad
Development Authority
Allahabad High Court

Relevant Sections from IBC 2015
108: Temporary Structures
108.1 General: The building official is authorized to issue a
permit for temporary structures and temporary uses. Such permits
shall be limited as to time of service, but shall not be permitted for
more than 180 days.
108.2 Conformance: Temporary structures and uses shall
conform to the structural strength, fire safety, means of egress,
accessibility, light, ventilation, and sanitary requirements of this
code as necessary to ensure public health, safety, and general
welfare.
108.3 Temporary Power: The building official is authorized
to give permission to temporarily supply and use power in part
of an electric installation before such installation has been fully
completed and final certificate of completion has been issued.
112: Temporary Services
112.2 Temporary Connection: The building official shall have
the auhtoruty to authorize the temporary connection of the
building or system to the utility source of energy, fuel or power.
303: Assembly Group A
A-1: Assembly uses, usually with fixed seating, intended for
the production and viewing of the performing arts or motion
pictures
A-2: Assembly uses intended for food and/or drink
consumption
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304: Business Group B: Includes, among others, the use of a
building or structure, or a portion thereof, for office, professional
or service-type transactions, including storage of records and
accounts

International
Building Code

501 - 509: General Building Heights and Areas
Table 503: Allowable Building Heights and Areas
1203: Ventilation
1203.1 General: Buildings shall be provided with natural
ventilation in accordance with Section 1203.4, or mechanical
ventilation in accordance with the International Mechanical
Code.
1203.4 Natural Ventilation: Natural ventilation of an occupied
space shall be through windows, doors, louvers or other openings
to the outdoors. The operating mechanism for such opening
shall be provided with ready access so that the openings shall
be provided with ready access so that the openings are readily
controllable by the building occupants.
1204: Temperature Control
1204.1 Equipment and systems: Interior spaces intended
for human occupancy shall be provided with active or passive
space-heating systems capable of maintaining a minimum indoor
temperature of 680F at a point 3 feet above the floor on the
design heating day.
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Technical Information
International
Building Code

1404: Exterior Wall Materials
1404.1 General: Materials used for the construction of
exterior walls shall comply with the provisions of this section.
Materials not prescribed herein shall be permitted , provided that
any such alternative has been approved.
1606: Dead Loads
1606.2 Design dead loads: For purposes of design, the actual
weights of materials of construction and fixed service equipment
shall be used. In the absence of definite information, values used
shall be subject to the approval of the building official.
1607: Live Loads
Live load calculations will need to be reevaluated at each
stage of expansion of the building.
1610: Soil Lateral Loads
1610.1 General: Foundation walls and retaining walls shall
be designed to resist lateral soil loads. Soil loads specified in Table
1610.1 shall be used as the minimum design lateral soil loads unless
determined otherwise by a geotechnical investigation.
1612: Flood Loads
1612.1 General: All new construction of buildings, structures
and portions of buildings and structures, including substantial
improvement and restoration of substantial damage to resist the
effects of flood hazards and flood loads.
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Ch. 18: Soils and Foundations
1801.2 Design Basis: Allowable bearing pressures, allowable
stresses and design formulas provided in this chapter shall be
used with the allowable stress design load combinations specified
in Section 1605.3. The quality and design of materials used
structurally in excavations and foundations shall comply with the
requirements specified in Chapters 16, 19, 21, 22, and 23 of this
code

International
Building Code

3102: Membrane Structures
3102.3 Type of construction: Noncombustible frame or cablesupported structures covered by and approved membrane in
accordance with Section 3102.3.1 shall be calssified as Type IIB
construction.
3103: Temporary Structures
3103.1 General: The provisions of this section shall apply to
structures erected for a period of less than 180 days. Tents and
other membrane structures erected for a period of less than 180
days shall comply wiht the International Fire Code.
3103.2 Location: Temporary structures shall be located in
accordance with the requirements of Table 602 based on the
fire-resistance rating of the exterior walls for the proposed type of
construction.
3108: Telecommunications/Broadcast Towers
3108.1 General: Towers shall be designed and constructed in
accordance with the provisions of TIA-222.
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Precedent Studies
Crystal Palace				
These precedents fall under a
variety of programmatic categories
and varying levels of permanence.
Many of the examples employ
the idea of a building that can
go through cycles of construction
and deconstruction on different
sites. The use of easily constructible
materials and systems in these
precedents provides a foundation
of specifications for a proposed
temporary building. World’s Fairs and
Expositions are the most common
platform for progressive temporary
architecture. These gatherings are
essentially architectural showcases,
yet almost all the structures are
temporary. This collection of buildings
explores a variety of materials and
construction processes, including
consideration for the disposal or reuse
of building material.

German Pavilion, Expo 1929					
Mies van der Rohe
Barcelona, Spain, 1929
West German Pavilion, Expo 1967			
Il Teatro del Mondo			
IBM Travelling Pavilion				
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Frei Otto
Montreal, Canada, 1967
Aldo Rossi
Venice, Italy, 1979

Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Paris, France, 1983-1986

Kara-Za Theater				

Tadao Ando
Tokyo, Japan, 1987

Nomadic Museum				

Shigeru Ban
Santa Monica, CA, 2006

Barceló Temporary Market 		
Big Dig House					
Spanish Pavilion, Expo 2008			

“By
reducing
architecture
to
information, it is possible to transmit a
building anywhere in the world.”
			
-Tadao Ando

Joseph Paxton
London, UK, 1851

Prada Transformer				
Slow Food Pavilion, Expo 2015			

Nieto Sobejano Arquitectos
Madrid, Spain, 2008
Single Speed Design
Lexington, MA, 2008
Francisco Mangado
Zaragoza, Spain, 2008
OMA
Seoul, South Korea, 2009
Herzog and de Meuron
Milan, Italy, 2015

Crystal Palace, Joseph Paxton
London, UK, 1851

German Pavilion, Mies van der Rohe
Barcelona, Spain, 1929

Precedent Studies
The Crystal Palace is famously
known for its implementation of
modular, cast iron structure. At the
time in 1851, iron was just beginning
to be used in building construction
and this project was a huge step
forward for the industry. Designed
for the Great Exhibition of 1851, this
structure was able to be quickly
constructed and then deconstructed
at the end of the Exhibition. Joseph
Paxton revolutionized the concept
of architectural impermanence and
building construction with this design.
Designed
for
the
1929
International Exposition in Barcelona,
the German Pavilion by Mies van der
Rohe further explores materiality in a
temporary building. The palette for this
project is much finer than the Crystal
Palace, using a range of chrome clad
steel, stone, and glass in very elegant
ways. The scale of this building calls
for the use of these types of materials.
Mies van der Rohe is able to flex his
interior design muscles in this building,
using a range of carefully selected
stone to define the interior spaces.
The building was disassembled after
the 1929 International Exposition and
was reconstructed based on photos
and plans in 1983.
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Precedent Studies
Il Teatro del Mondo, or “The
Theater of the World” was built in
Venice in 1979 for the Theater and
Architecture Biennale. The object of
the Biennale was to recall the floating
theater that was characteristic of
18th century Venice. The theater
was constructed off site and was
transported to the site on a raft
made of welded steel beams. The
construction of the theater was a
steel tube frame with wood cladding
on the interior and exterior. The 82’ tall
theater demonstrates an effective
way for a building to move to multiple
locations.
Tadao Ando’s Karaza Theater
was designed with the intent that
the structure would be assembled
and disassembled, to be moved
to different locations within Japan.
The structure consisted of pipes and
scaffolding, and was constructed
in only fifteen days. In addition
to providing a set of instructions
to contractors, Ando specified
materials that were readily available
nearly anywhere in the world. The
minimization of construction labor
and accessibility of materials makes
this project stand out.
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Il Teatro del Mondo, Aldo Rossi
Venice, Italy, 1979

Karaza Theater, Tadao Ando
Tokyo, Japan, 1987

Nomadic Museum, Shigeru Ban
New York and California, 2006

Barceló Temporary Market, Nieto
Sobejano
Madrid, Spain, 2008
Like many of Shigeru Ban’s
projects, the Nomadic Museum
makes use of recycled materials. Ban
uses recycled paper tubes as room
dividers, display platforms, and ceiling
soffits. The main walls of the museum
are stacked shipping containers that
have been re-purposed as building
elements. The museum was first
built in New York on an extremely
constricting site and schedule. The
second version, built in Santa Monica,
ended up with a slightly different
plan, but used the same construction
system, showing the ability of Ban’s
work to adapt to different sites.
The series of buildings in this
complex include a temporary
market, sports center, and library.
The market was designed to function
while the construction of the rest of
the complex was happening. The
intention is for the market to be a
recyclable urban component. The
public market is integral to European
urban environment, acting as a hub
within neighborhoods. The buildings
are clad with polycarbonate panels
that let a diffused light into the spaces.
This project provides a basis for similar
structures to be built on other sites.
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Precedent Studies
The Big Dig House in Lexington,
MA was constructed was built
in the aftermath of the major
infrastructural renovation project in
Boston, nicknamed “The Big Dig.”
The Big Dig is infamously known as
the most expensive highway project
in US history. This house was built with
primarily materials salvaged from the
Big Dig. By using recycled materials,
the initial costs of the house’s
construction was much cheaper.
The scale of the structural members is
much greater than typical residential
buildings, allowing for greater loads
and unique arrangements of space.
Built for the International
Exposition at Zaragoza in 2008, this
pavilion is meant to invoke the feeling
of a forest with its arrangement of
tightly spaced columns. The dynamic
space created by the structure gives
the user the sense that the spaces are
constantly changing. The dynamism
created by the building matches the
fact that the building was temporarily
standing for the Exposition.
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Big Dig House, Single Speed Design
Lexington, MA, 2008

Spanish Pavilion, Francisco Mangado
Zaragoza, Spain, 2008

Prada Transformer, OMA
Seoul, South Korea, 2009

Slow Food Pavilion, Herzog and de
Meuron
Milan, Italy, 2015
The Prada Transformer, by
OMA, is an extremely unique structure
that literally changes depending on
its use. The four sided pavilion is made
up of a circle, cross, hexagon, and
rectangle leaning on each other to
create a space within. The steel tube
structure is covered with a translucent
tensile membrane. Depending on the
function of the pavilion at any given
time, the orientation is changed.
The entire structure can be lifted by
a crane and placed on a different
face to serve as a gallery, theater, or
any number of programs.
These pavilions were designed
by Herzog and de Meuron for the
Slow Food organization at Expo 2015
in Milan. The organization endorses
farm-to-table practices and fit the
food production theme of the Expo.
The three buildings create a central
courtyard where planters grew food
throughout the duration of the Expo.
After the deconstruction of the Expo,
these pavilions were rebuilt in schools
around Italy where they functioned
as community gardens. The simplicity
of design and construction allows for
the materials to be easily reused.
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Program
Administration
Government	
  of	
  India	
  HQ

Government	
  of	
  Uttar	
  Pradesh	
  HQ

Government	
  of	
  Allahabad	
  HQ

Kumbh	
  Administration	
  HQ

Police	
  and	
  Fire	
  HQ
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Net	
  Area

First	
  Floor
Lobby
Conference	
  Rooms
Offices
Open	
  Workspace
Bathrooms
Second	
  Floor
Conference	
  Rooms
Open	
  Workspace
Offices
Bathrooms
Lounge

First	
  Floor
Lobby
Conference	
  Rooms
Offices
Open	
  Workspace
Bathrooms
Second	
  Floor
Conference	
  Rooms
Open	
  Workspace
Offices
Bathrooms
Lounge

First	
  Floor
Lobby
Conference	
  Rooms
Offices
Open	
  Workspace
Bathrooms
Second	
  Floor
Conference	
  Rooms
Open	
  Workspace
Offices
Bathrooms
Lounge

First	
  Floor
Lobby
Conference	
  Rooms
Offices
Open	
  Workspace
Bathrooms
Second	
  Floor
Conference	
  Rooms
Open	
  Workspace
Offices
Bathrooms
Lounge

First	
  Floor
Lobby
Conference	
  Rooms
Offices
Open	
  Workspace
Bathrooms
Second	
  Floor
Conference	
  Rooms
Open	
  Workspace
Offices
Bathrooms
Lounge

#	
  of	
  Spaces

Total	
  Net	
  Area

675
360
240
1500
170

4
4
16
4
4

360
1500
240
170
678

4
4
16
4
4

675
360
240
1500
170

4
4
16
4
4

360
1500
240
170
678

4
4
16
4
4

675
360
240
1500
170

4
4
16
4
4

360
1500
240
170
678

4
4
16
4
4

675
360
240
1500
170

4
4
16
4
4

360
1500
240
170
678

4
4
16
4
4

675
360
240
1500
170

4
4
16
4
4

360
1500
240
170
678

4
4
16
4
4

Total	
  Gross	
  Area
(40%	
  Grossing	
  Factor)

2700
1440
3840
6000
680
0
1440
6000
3840
680
2712
29332

3510
2016
5376
8400
952
0
2016
8400
5376
952
3796.8
41064.8

2700
1440
3840
6000
680
0
1440
6000
3840
680
2712
29332

2700
1440
3840
6000
680
0
1440
6000
3840
680
2712
29332

3780
2016
5376
8400
952
0
2016
8400
5376
952
3796.8
41064.8
0
0
3780
2016
5376
8400
952
0
2016
8400
5376
952
3796.8
41064.8

2700
1440
3840
6000
680
0
1440
6000
3840
680
2712
29332

3780
2016
5376
8400
952
0
2016
8400
5376
952
3796.8
41064.8

2700
1440
3840
6000
680
0
1440
6000
3840
680
2712
29332

3780
2016
5376
8400
952
0
2016
8400
5376
952
3796.8
41064.8

Technology/Communications

Visitor's	
  Center

Bathing/Cleaning

Marketplace

First	
  Floor
Parking	
  (49	
  spots)
Public	
  Workspaces
Electrical	
  Charging	
  Stations
Internet	
  Cafes/Public	
  Computers
Second	
  Floor
Public	
  Workspaces
Media	
  Workspace	
  1
Media	
  Workspace	
  2
Media	
  Workspace	
  3
Electrical	
  and	
  Mechanical	
  Space

First	
  Floor
Kumbh	
  Mela	
  Information	
  Desks
Kumbh	
  City	
  Guide	
  Center
Café	
  
Bathrooms
Second	
  Floor
Kumbh	
  Mela	
  Gallery
Ephemeral	
  City	
  Gallery
Triveni	
  Sangam	
  Gallery
Gallery	
  Storage	
  and	
  Restoration
Outdoor	
  Deck
Tower	
  Level
Viewing	
  platform

18051
5,100
2320
3590

1
2
2
2

18051
10200
4640
7180

25271.4
14280
6496
10052

5100
3150
5200
8400
4700

2
1
1
1
1

10200
3150
5200
8400
4700
71721

14280
4410
7280
11760
6580
100409.4

8600
8600
11000
732

1
1
1
6

8600
8600
11000
4392

12040
12040
15400
6148.8

13125
6562
6562
5000
19680

1
1
1
1
1

13125
6562
6562
5000
19680

18375
9186.8
9186.8
7000
27552

5625

1

5625
89146

7875
124804.4

Men's	
  Facilities
Upper	
  Caste	
  Toilets	
  (200	
  stalls)
Lower	
  Caste	
  Toilets	
  (280	
  stalls)
Upper	
  Caste	
  Showers	
  (392	
  stalls)
Lower	
  Caste	
  Showers	
  (392	
  stalls)
Upper	
  Caste	
  Laundry	
  ((88	
  stalls)
Lower	
  Caste	
  Laundry	
  (64	
  stalls)
Temporary	
  Sewage	
  Collection	
  (32	
  tanks)

10000
12500
10000
10000
12500
10000
15000
80000

Women's	
  Facilities
Upper	
  Caste	
  Toilets	
  (200	
  stalls)
Lower	
  Caste	
  Toilets	
  (280	
  stalls)
Upper	
  Caste	
  Showers	
  (392	
  stalls)
Lower	
  Caste	
  Showers	
  (392	
  stalls)
Upper	
  Caste	
  Laundry	
  ((88	
  stalls)
Lower	
  Caste	
  Laundry	
  (64stalls)
Temporary	
  Sewage	
  Collection	
  (32	
  tanks)

10000
12500
10000
10000
12500
10000
15000
80000

Food	
  Storage	
  and	
  Distribution
Brahman	
  Caste	
  Market
Kshatriyas	
  Caste	
  Market	
  
Vaishyas	
  Caste	
  Market
Shudras	
  Caste	
  Market
Lost	
  +	
  Found

70000
42500
37500
52500
47500
250000

Men's	
  Facility
Temporary	
  Quarters
Kumbh	
  Surveillance
Public	
  Telephones
Nursing	
  Stations
Women's	
  Facility
Temporary	
  Quarters
Kumbh	
  Surveillance
Public	
  Telephones
Nursing	
  Stations

5000
1200
1250
2500
5000
1200
1250
2500
19900
Total	
  Building	
  Area

860437.8

177

